Family Bird Bonanza

On Thursday, March 6th, almost 350 Children’s School family members and friends participated in our Family Bird Bonanza. Together, we played a variety of bird-related games, visited the Blue Room bird gallery, met a live macaw from the Pittsburgh Aviary, explored owl pellets and worms, decoupage a bird necklace, sampled fruit snacks that birds and people eat, toured the kindergarten bird-seum, and relaxed with bird books and puzzles in the “peaceful room”.
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More Bird Bonanza Explorations

During our Birds & Flight unit, we discovered how amazingly diverse birds adapt to their habitats so they can both survive and thrive. We learned about birds’ life cycles, behavior, diets, camouflage, etc., as well as the physical science of their unique features, such as beaks and wings. We also considered the ways that we can help birds by protecting the environments in which they live.